Introduction
============

miRNAs are belonging to the key gene regulators of cells in humans. They play a significant role in directing mRNA and subsequent protein expression both in physiological tissues, and in cancer. It is therefore not surprising that they rise -since discovery of their function- more and more attention with respect to their potential as biomarkers in oncology.

In the last few years, much research has been focussed on addressing miRNA-expression profiling of primary tumors that contribute significantly to the understanding of tumor pathophysiology.

However, both from a basic science and clinical view, repetitive miRNA analysis from peripheral blood would have several advantages and is certainly more broadly clinically transferable. Circulating tumor cells (CTC) in the peripheral blood can provide significant information with respect to treatment effects and prognosis. Analysis of CTC for their possible molecular profile including miRNA expression will further expand the utility of CTC in clinical assessment of tumor stage, metastatic status, and even response to therapy.

Besides these CTC associated miRNAs, free circulating miRNAs have also been discovered in peripheral whole blood, plasma and serum and can be used for tumor characterization.

Analysis of miRNAs in peripheral blood, either cell associated or cell free, holds great potential for longitudinal, repetitive, non-invasive and real-time molecular based monitoring of treatment effects in oncology.

This article mainly reviews results of miRNA expression profiling in primary tumors and in peripheral blood with special emphasis on their potential as biomarkers in oncology. Subsequently we will discuss aspects about how correlative clinical biomedical imaging including the modalities PET/CT and MRI with its well established tools for cancer detection and sub-classification of response to personalized treatment potentially can contribute to further validation and an accelerated clinical transfer of miRNAs as new molecular oncologic biomarkers.

miRNAs
------

MiRNAs were first discovered in 1993. They are small single stranded RNA (ssRNA) molecules of 21-23 nucleotides in length, and it was long speculated that they are just degraded RNA fragments or non-translated small RNAs [@B1]. High miRNA expression in a wide range of pathologies and their significance in carcinogenesis has stimulated researchers in oncology to focus on miRNA profiling in different tumor types [@B1]. One key advantage with respect to their potential role as biomarkers is their stability. Cell free miRNAs in body fluids are stable even after repeated freeze-thaw cycles and prolonged storage [@B2]. They are also well-preserved in formalin-or paraffin fixed tissue over several years which opens up enormous possibilities for retrospective molecular analysis in large sample size studies [@B2].

Evaluation of miRNA expression allows assessment of molecular tumor features, which might lay the ground for rationale, on continuous repetitive molecular profiling based optimization of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in oncology.

MiRNA-biogenesis and function
-----------------------------

The biogenesis of miRNAs is a complex multi-step process: In the nucleus, they are first transcribed by RNA polymerase II into large RNA precursors (pri-miRNAs). These pri-miRNAs are subsequently cleaved into precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs), which are \~70-90 nucleotides in length, and have an imperfect stem loop hairpin structure. They are then transported into the cytoplasm by exportin-5, where the hairpin precursors are cleaved resulting in a small dsRNA duplex that contains both the mature miRNA strand and its complementary strand [@B3].

The mature miRNA strand is incorporated into a RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which inhibits the function of its target mRNA through degradation or, most commonly, by translational repression after binding of the RISC to the target mRNA, and in very few cases increase the expression by stabilizing the target mRNA. MiRNAs are estimated to regulate with below further detailed processes up to 30% of all human transcripts [@B3].

MiRNAs regulate post-transcriptional gene expression in a sequence-specific manner, recognizing their mRNA with the 5\' end of the mature miRNA strand, which is called the \'seed sequence\' [@B3]. After recognition of the target mRNA, regulation of gene expression can occur through two mechanisms:In case of perfect homology between miRNA and the mRNA, cleavage of the mRNA by argonaute, which is present in the RISC complex, is induced.In case of imperfect binding to partially complementary sequences in the 3\'-untranslated region of the mRNA (which is more frequent than perfect binding), the target mRNA is regulated by repression of protein translation [@B3].

Proteins are therefore regulated by miRNAs without significantly affecting their respective mRNAs expression levels [@B3], [@B4].

MiRNAs and Cancer
-----------------

MiRNAs are significant players in tumorigenesis and basically every step of carcinogenesis, including invasion, metastasis, apoptosis and drug resistance [@B5]. In cancer, pathologically altered miRNA regulation can be due to mutations affecting miRNA coding loci, epigenetic alterations, or chromosomal aberrations. All of these pathologic variations of miRNA biogenesis potentially affect miRNA expression. Depending on their downstream target genes, miRNAs can act as tumor suppressors or oncogenes, and therefore miRNA expression in tumors can be either up-or downregulated [@B6].

Reflecting the central role of miRNAs in tumor biology, there is a wide range of possible applications, from evaluating tumor biology, diagnosis, prognosis, prediction, serving as pharmacodynamic markers, and/or even as potential drug targets. The preserved stability of the miRNAs both in the primary tumor and in circulation, make them attractive possible biomarkers even for repetitive non-invasive longitudinal monitoring for a wide array of cancer types [@B7].

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows a selection of circulating altered miRNAs in various cancer types with possible clinical applications.

The first described miRNAs in pathologically altered tissue were miR15a and miR-16-1, in chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, both target Bcl-2. Their downregulation inhibits apoptosis.

MiR-21 targets PTEN and pro-apoptotic genes, and is one of the most commonly overexpressed miRNAs in cancer [@B8]. This pathologic molecular alteration in miRNA expression leads to enhance survival signals within the tumor.

A pilot study in breast cancer patients demonstrated, that the relative concentration of miR-155 in serum significantly discriminated primary breast cancer patients from healthy women [@B9].

Such results prompted a systematic and comprehensive search for tumor-specific miRNA expression profiles and possible applications of miRNAs in oncology.

In this review, we want to focus on the potential biomarker-application of miRNAs, both in the setting of primary tumor analysis, and miRNA expression profiling in the peripheral blood. The biomarker field might hold the greatest potential for an overlap of miRNA research with biomedical imaging applications.

MiRNAs as biomarkers in solid cancers
=====================================

What is a biomarker?
--------------------

Biomarkers define disease states. In cancer, biomarkers can subtype tumors and contribute in monitoring of therapeutic interventions [@B10]. Useful biomarkers can contribute in dismantling pathways of pathogenesis and are especially in need for development and optimization of new and improved personalized molecular therapies.

Clinically well-established laboratory tumor markers
----------------------------------------------------

Clinically well-established laboratory tumor-markers so far include, among others, thyroglobulin, prostate-specific antigen (PSA), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), CA125 and alpha-fetoprotein [@B11].

Potential role of miRNAs
------------------------

Not yet clinically established, but recently discovered and investigated is the potential role of mRNA and miRNAs as biomarkers in oncology [@B12].

Alterations of miRNA expression are not exceptional but rather the rule in human cancer. As an attempt to establish whether miRNA could be used for tumor classification, diagnosis and prognosis, different platforms to assess the global expression of miRNA genes in normal and diseased tissue were developed [@B12]. After an extensive use of custom-made and then commercial miRNA microarrays, the next step was the generation of large-scale profiling methods utilizing high throughput deep sequencing [@B13]. Genome-wide profiling showed that miRNA expression signatures allowed different types of cancer to be discriminated with high accuracy [@B14] and the tissue of origin of poorly differentiated tumors to be identified. By contrast, mRNA profiles were highly inaccurate indicators of tissue or cancer type. Indeed MiRNA expression profiling has proven to be helpful in early disease detection, distinguishing different cancer types, such as sub-classification of breast cancer subtypes and prostate cancer subtypes, identifying the tissue of origin in cancer with unknown primary and contributing to the postoperative adjuvant situation. Predictive miRNA signatures have been established for a number of tumors, including lung, prostate, cervical and colon cancers [@B12]. One study, for example, developed a classifier of 48 miRNAs from a sample of 336 primary and metastatic tumors, and was able to use this classifier to accurately predict the tissue origin in 86% of a blind test set, including 77% of the metastatic tumors [@B31]. Given that cancers of undefined origin account for approximately 4% of all malignancies and are associated with a poorer prognosis, the continued development of miRNA classifiers has foreseeable benefits for clinical management.

miRNA profiles can distinguish not only between normal and cancerous tissue and identify tissue of origin, but can also discriminate different subtypes of a particular cancer, or even specific histopathological abnormalities. Gene expression profiling has already demonstrated its effectiveness at subtyping various cancers: miRNAs for example, are differently expressed between basal and luminal breast cancer subtypes [@B15], and can specifically classify estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor and HER2/neu receptor status [@B16]. Other examples are the differential expression of miRNAs according to specific histotypes of ovarian carcinoma [@B17] and the ability of miR-205 expression to discriminate squamous from non-squamous non-small cell lung carcinoma [@B18]. Deep sequencing based screening methods revealed the differential expression of miRNAs in ovarian cancer [@B19], and in favourable versus unfavourable neuroblastoma [@B20]. Challenges in this field remain, e.g. time of collection and processing the miRNAs could impact miRNA levels due to the dynamic and immediate regulation of miRNA in stress response and hypoxia or other factors. Although more comprehensive validation needs to be done to address inconsistencies between different studies, which might be based on such challenges, this is unlikely to represent an obstacle to the development of miRNA in diagnostics.

Another major clinical issue is clearly represented by the need of biomarkers for an early diagnosis, extremely important considering that prognosis of patients is closely linked to the stage of the tumor at the time of detection. MiRNAs have great potential as early diagnostic biomarkers in oncology: overexpression of miR-205 and miR-21 in ductal adenocarcinoma as an example are reported to precede morphologic changes of the ducts, thus suggesting the possibility for an early detection of this neoplasm [@B21]. By analysing plasma samples of lung cancer patients collected 1-2 years before the onset of therapy, miRNA signatures were found with strong predicitive diagnostic and prognostic potentials [@B22].

Although predicting survival might be important in a more general sense, the prediction of response to a specific therapy is of far greater clinical value. It is very interesting to note that miRNAs have potential not only for longitudinal monitoring during treatment in general, but more specifically also for contributing to rationally select patients for specific subtypes of targeted therapies [@B12]. For instance, low levels of miR-26 are an independent indicator of poor survival in patients suffering from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC); however, patients with low miR-26 responded well to interferon-alpha treatment, resulting in improved survival [@B23]. Therefore miR-26 expression might be a useful biomarker to discriminate patients who could benefit most from an interferon-alpha therapy. Other miRNAs have been correlated with a poor response to specific treatments. In various cancers increased miR-21 expression is an indicator of poor outcome [@B24] and is also sufficient to predict poor response to adjuvant chemotherapy in adenocarcinomas. High levels of miR-125b in breast cancer predict poor response to taxol-based treatments in vitro [@B25], and a similar finding has been reported for miR-21 in pancreatic cancer patients treated with gemcitabine [@B26].

From many more possible applications of miRNA profiling in oncology, we are now summarizing a selection of interesting biomarker-related work - now separated for analysis of miRNAs from primary cancer tissue, and second from miRNA profiling in the peripheral blood.

miRNAs in primary cancer analysis
=================================

Stability of miRNA in tissue samples of primary tumors
------------------------------------------------------

When considering the analysis of miRNAs from primary tumor samples the important question arises, how fast we need to get access to the samples, what type of processing needs to be done to maintain the miRNA stable, and how feasible the pre-processings in a post operative or in a biopsy based sampling settings are.

FFPE (formalin-fixed paraffin embedded) sampling is a very well established standard histopathology processing procedure for tissue material, usually gained during invasive diagnostic procedures (endoscopic or CT guided biopsies etc.) or surgery. Transcript mRNA profiling is challenging utilizing FFPE samples; main hurdles are degradation due to formalin fixation and deterioration of the mRNA over time from the nucleases [@B27]. However, FFPE material allows extensive discovery, exploration and validation of potential molecular biomarkers utilizing miRNAs [@B28]. MiRNAs have the substantial advantage that they are essentially unaffected by the fixation procedure, demonstrate remarkable stability and can be readily extracted from the samples due to their small size. This offers great opportunities to evaluate expression profiles of miRNAs and investigation of their potentially usefulness as biomarkers without much hurdles in getting and handling the samples.

Selected results of miRNA profiling of primary tumors
-----------------------------------------------------

MiR-21 is a well-established miRNA aberrant in human cancer. It is altered in a wide variety of cancers. Its over-expression commonly induces increased cell proliferation, migration, invasion and survival, its suppression results in induced apoptosis, and a decline of cell proliferation and invasion. MiR-21 overexpression is also reported to be responsible for drug resistance in human cancers [@B29].

MiR-155 [@B30] is another commonly and well established dysregulated (in majority of tumors over-expressed) miRNA in a wide variety of tumors.

Besides these two well-established miRNAs, there are numerous alternate dysregulated miRNAs as potential markers under evaluation; challenges in the laborious process to establish markers include limitations in the statistical design of studies, but also individual tumor biologies, population based variation, and still more work is needed to fully establish optimal marker (or marker combinations) of characteristic miRNA profiles within tumor types without much variation between ethnic sub-groups.

Possible applications of miRNA profiling of primary tumors include:

Cancer of unknown origin
------------------------

miRNA expression profiling can help to clarify the tissue of origin in cases of cancer with unknown primary origin, which is a common clinical problem. This profiling could thus contribute to a more valid selection of the appropriate chemotherapy in such patients. Rosenfeld [@B31] and Rosenwald [@B32] reached an overall sensitivity of 72% and specificity of 99% compared to an independent test set in a collective with unknown primaries. They applied a microarray-based classifier utilizing 48 miRNAs, which were selected from analysis of 205 primary tumors and 131 metastases of 22 different tumor origins.

An additional study demonstrated successful classification of poorly differentiated primary tumors utilizing miRNA expression profiling. Interestingly, mRNA profiles analysed in these samples were not helpful for the tumor classification [@B33].

Sub-classification of cancers
-----------------------------

Breast cancer demonstrates a wide variety of histopathologic subtypes. Sempere at al [@B34] was able to subclassify formalin-fixed breast cancer tissue samples utilizing in situ hybridization to analyse spatial miRNA expression profiles in the tissues.

Prognosis
---------

Prognostic miRNAs would be helpful for optimized individual treatment planning. The previously mentioned MiR-21 is a well-established miRNA aberrant in human cancer and its overexpression reduces prognosis. In the meantime, many prognostic miRNAs were identified. Applications of miRNAs with respect to prognosis are reviewed in detail in reference [@B35].

Prediction of outcome
---------------------

Studies with the aim to predict response to a specific therapy are highly interesting, but difficult to design, so the number of convincingly validated specific miRNAs is limited. We are briefly summarizing some key results. In a cell culture study in ovarian cancer, miR-214 was shown to be involved in resistance to cisplatin, through targeting of PTEN [@B36].

In a very interesting clinical study in 58 patients with non-small cell lung cancer, EGFR mutations and loss of miR-128b in patient samples were associated with improved response to gefitinib, while EGFR expression did not correlate with gefitinib response. miR-128b was chosen based on its regulatory role for EGFR and the fact that loss of chromosome 3p, where miR-128b is located, is one of the most frequent events in lung carcinogenesis [@B37].

In a study utilizing 246 oestrogen receptor positive primary breast tumors, higher expression of miR-30c was associated with benefit from first line tamoxifen monotherapy and longer progression-free survival [@B38].

These are very interesting results in various biomarker-settings, however, on the downside all these approaches require prior acquiration of tissue material of the tumor, which usually demands invasive procedures. Moreover, it has to be taken into account that expression profiling in such settings reflect only local tumor situations.

MiRNAs in peripheral blood samples as biomarkers
================================================

Over the last couple of years, there is rising interest in the investigation of miRNAs as non-invasive biomarkers in circulating blood. Despite the successes in miRNAs profiling of tumor samples, there are numerous clinical situations in which it is beneficial to gain information about miRNAs from the peripheral blood [@B39]:Measurements require no significant interventional procedure and are reflecting the *systemic* distribution of the targeted molecular marker, which both is potentially helpful for intended longitudinal monitoring of individualized therapies.MiRNA expression of tumor tissue might change during time and after therapy cycles, so continuous follow-up monitoring of blood derived miRNAs (from circulating cancer cells or free miRNAs) might better allow a real time assessment of the molecular situation of the tumor and might be superior for continuous treatment monitoring and outcome evaluation [@B39].

Another emerging role for repetitively measurable circulating miRNAs might be especially to contribute information for predicting therapeutic response in targeted therapy such as EGFR inhibitors.

The role of KRAS and EGFR expression in this example of targeted therapy has been extensively investigated, but given their central role in tumor progression, it is to be expected that miRNAs might be a future key biomarker for such molecular targeted approaches. Second or third line targeted therapies are available, and it is very well conceivable, that a treatment adaption based on circulating tumor characteristics might be more valid than treatment based on tissue characteristics of an circumscribed and only limited area of the primary tumor [@B40].

Rapidly adapting a therapy once resistance occurs would be a very attractive future application for molecular profiling of circulating miRNAs. But where do we stand today?

CTCs have already been characterized for the presence of gene amplification, expression of proteins, several mRNA and also miRNA expressions.

MiRNAs have been detected within plasma or serum as free miRNAs or contained within microvesicles such as exosomes, which can also carry functional mRNA.

The observation of elevated levels of miR-155, miR-210 and miR-21 in patient\'s sera was first described in B-cell lymphoma, with miR-21 associated with relapse-free survival [@B41].

In solid cancer, Mitchell [@B39] first identified tumor-related miRNAs in plasma samples, suggesting that amount of miRNAs in the plasma might reflect tumor burden.

Over the past few years, key applications of miRNAs profiling in peripheral blood has emerged and include:

Early detection - discrimination from healthy controls or discrimination from other diseases
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Shen et al [@B42] demonstrated altered expression of miRNAs in plasma in NSCLC at an early stage. He utilized qRT-PCR and a combination of 4 serum miRNAs to distinguish the lung cancer patients from healthy controls (86% sensitivity, 97% specificity). Such approaches might be helpful for early diagnosis of disease or even screening in high-risk collectives.

Plasma investigations in colorectal cancer (CRC) indicated that miR-29a and miR-92a, could significantly discriminate neoplasia from healthy controls, with the highest sensitivity when combining these two markers [@B43]. This indicates that miR-29a and miR-92a have potential as minimally invasive biomarkers for CRC. In another study [@B44], plasma miR-92a could significantly discriminate CRC from gastric cancer, normal subjects, and even more interestingly, from inflammatory bowel disease, suggesting to be a potential molecular marker for CRC.

Most pancreatic cancers display hypomethylation, and over-expression of miR-200a and miR200b in their serum, silencing of SIP1 by promoter methylation, and retention of E-cadherin expression. The elevated serum levels of miR-200a and miR-200b in most patients with pancreatic cancer might have diagnostic utility [@B45]. Profiling miR-21, miR-155, miR-196a and miR-210 demonstrated that miRNA profiling could also differentiate pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients from healthy controls. Plasma miRNA profiling might provide a sensitive and specific blood based biomarker assay for pancreatic cancer which might have potential for further translation into the clinic e.g. for contributing to distinguish inflammatory changes of the pancreas from (recurrent) neoplastic disease [@B46].

Early stage disease-postoperative follow-up-planning of adjuvant therapy
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Elevation of circulating miR-195 was found to be breast cancer specific and, together with let-7a decreased postoperatively, indicating a potential use as a biomarker for early stage breast cancer and in the early follow-up in therapy monitoring [@B47].

In the peripheral blood samples from post-operative gastric cancer patients, the levels of miR\--17 and miR-106a were significantly higher than those in healthy controls [@B48]. The detection of miRNAs in peripheral blood in this setting indicates a possible role of miRNAs in the postoperative care and planning of adjuvant therapy.

Molecular characterisation of disease
-------------------------------------

In patients with CN-AML, FLT-3 internal tandem duplication (ITD) was found to be significantly associated with overall survival and shorter disease-free survival. Whitmann et al [@B49] demonstrated that this is accompanied with miRNA expression signature including overexpression of miR-155 and under-expression of miR-144 and miR-451. These expression signatures may provide new insights for novel therapies in older CN-AML patients with higher molecular risks.

Interestingly, miRNA levels can also relate to hormone receptor status of tumors: oestrogen receptor (ER) negative breast cancer sera samples had higher levels of miR-21 and miR-10b; in contrast to miR-155 which was detected for progesterone receptor (PR) positive patients [@B50].

Assessment of prognosis
-----------------------

The identification of a patient who is prognostically good or poor is very important for the planning of a therapeutic strategy. Recent studies underlined that there is a great potential of circulating miRNAs signatures as molecular fingerprints to predict survival of cancer patients. Genome-wide serum miRNAs expression analysis found that the levels of four miRNAs (miR-1, miR-30d, miR-486, and miR-499) were significantly associated with the overall survival of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients \[42.\] Many more candidate miRNAs with prognostic relevance have been identified.

Despite of many more interesting insights, it has to be mentioned that the list of potential blood miRNA biomarkers is still diverse and need further refinement and validation.

In summary, there are multitudes of reports describing the potential value of miRNAs as both diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers in oncology. However, to date none has been fully translated to clinical practice with excellent specificity and sensitivity.

CTCs or cell free miRNAs
------------------------

Most of the studies on circulating miRNAs are carried out utilizing cell free miRNAs, and as detailed above provide interesting and relevant results.

Challenges include that even in healthy donors, there are many and various free circulating miRNAs, so false positive results deem possible. On the other hand circulating miRNAs, which are clearly expressed differently in cancer patients than in healthy donors have been identified. In addition there remain inconsistencies in the level of miRNAs expression from the serum of the same patient collected at different time points.

The fraction of blood in which circulating miRNAs should be measured is still not clearly defined. In most cases miRNAs have been measured in serum plasma or exosome fractions of blood. This helps reducing the leucocyte background, which is mostly present in the whole blood samples. However there are concerns that free miRNAs measured in these samples are not clearly derived from circulating epithelial cells.

So it is still not excluded that CTC associated miRNAs might be superior biomarkers. On the other hand the far majority of miRNAs are present in the cell-free form. Future studies will have to further validate for which application CTC associated miRNAs provide more robust results and in which settings free miRNAs are sufficient.

Challenges of miRNAs as biomarkers
==================================

MiRNAs are an innovative and exciting topic in oncology. The application of microarray, microfluidics, qRT-PCR and bioinformatics has identified a number of miRNAs, both in tissues and in circulating tumor cells, as potential biomarkers for cancer early detection, risk assessment, adjuvant therapy monitoring, and prolonged follow-up. There are numerous promising data supporting the potential value of miRNAs as biomarkers, and if these relatively stable small RNAs can be robustly detected by commonly applied PCR methods, they have the potential to become a new class of clinical biomarkers.

Most significant successes so far with respect to the envisioned clinical transfer are the establishment of a prognostic value of certain miRNAs in various cancer types and the initial valid data on their predicative value.

Challenges remain in the process to prepare miRNAs as biomarkers for prognosis or therapy response for the clinical transfer:Careful selection for the most promising and stable miRNA candidates for the clinical transfer. Most stable miRNAs have to be selected, and markers with high fluctuation rate have to be excluded. MiRNAs with too subtle upstream effects have to be identified and excluded. This will also require standardized and broadly applied normalization strategies.Appropriate statistical analysis must be utilized to identify further candidate miRNAs signatures. Adequately sized independent reference cohorts are key to further confirm the predictive value and for normalization.Further analysis of miRNAs in sera and plasma, investigating their exact biological role and correlation to prognostic and therapeutic signatures while using appropriately sized cohorts are warranted to further develop these molecular markers both for prognostic purposes and especially for monitoring and refinement of individualized treatment.Further validation on which fraction of the peripheral blood measurements of the miRNAs should be carried is needed; value of free and cell bound miRNAs has to be compared.

MiRNAs as molecular biomarkers in oncology - is there already relevance for the clinical imaging scientist?
===========================================================================================================

MiRNAs have emerged as promising biomarkers in oncology. As summarized above, they demonstrate their capacities in classifying and sub-classify tumors, for prediction and prognosis, as well as for stratifying for and monitoring of personalized therapies.

The most intriguing potential capacity of miRNAs is a continuous molecular monitoring of primary or metastatic tissues utilizing miRNA profiling in circulating tumor cells or free miRNAs from peripheral blood.

Much correlative work in the initial process of validation and clinical translation of miRNAs as biomarkers was carried out by analysing parameters like time to progression or survival data [@B12]. However, imaging can provide very sophisticated well-established methods to detect and characterize tumor tissue, visualize and quantify extent of disease and sub-classify treatment effects. Tumors can be effectively assessed not only with respect to their size, morphology and spread, but also with respect to functional parameters like tumor metabolism (e.g. FDG-PET, see figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) [@B51], cellular density (MR diffusion) [@B52], vascularity (CT/MR/PET or US based methods), receptor status (PET), and metabolic tumor pathways (PET/hyperpolarized MRI) [@B53], [@B54].

These imaging methods can be very helpful both in targeting the optimal location of biopsy for further primary tumor tissue examinations and sub-classification of treatment response: tumor size, spread, vascularity, metabolism and many other parameters can be assessed non-invasively.

While miRNAs as biomarkers still are in the initial process of preparing for clinical transfer, it\'s now time that results of miRNA expression profiling is correlated with both morphological and functional clinical imaging data.

Such correlative studies will have the potential both to further validate and speed up the process of clinical transfer of miRNAs in oncology. It is now time to reinforce collaborations of molecular biologists and imaging scientists in this field to further push the development of these new promising molecular markers towards the clinic.

Conclusion
==========

While still in the early process of clinical transfer, miRNA profiling has already proven its significant potential as biomarker in oncology.

Imaging scientists should be aware of the new and fascinating possibilities for molecular characterization of tumor tissue and therapeutic response provided by miRNA analysis. Clinical imaging offers sophisticated and well-established techniques for sensitive tumor detection and evaluation of treatment response of tumors to therapy, ranging from assessment of tumor perfusion, metabolism, cell density and many more markers of disease states.

Advanced clinical imaging biomarkers for cancer detection and monitoring should now been correlatively applied to further validate the potential of miRNAs as oncologic biomarkers for the clinic. This will contribute to a more standardized and validated, accelerated and safer transition of these promising new molecular laboratory oncologic biomarkers into clinical reality.

![Assessment of treatment response of molecular therapy in a patient with gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST). 18-F-FDG-PET/CT images on the left side demonstrate recurrent disease with hypermetabolic liver and mesenteric metastases. The images on the right side validate successful molecular pharmacotherapy with no remaining suspicious hypermetabolism, although morphologic alterations are still visible. Future research efforts will have to correlate clinical results of molecular and morphological imaging with molecular laboratory oncologic biomarkers such as miRNAs. These correlations to in vivo imaging will further validate the capacity of the molecular markers for early disease detection, therapy selection, treatment monitoring and prediction of prognosis.](thnov03p0943g001){#F1}

###### 

Altered cell-free circulating miRNAs in various cancer types (selection)

  MicroRNA                 Type of deregulation                      Possible application
  ------------------------ ----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------
  let-7a                   Decrease in gastric cancer                Discriminate gastric cancer from healthy controls
  let-7f                   Decrease in NSCLC                         Associated with overall survival in NSCLC
  miR-1                    Decrease in NSCLC                         Associated with overall survival in NSCLC
  miR-10b                  Increase in breast cancer                 Associated with metastases in breast cancer
  miR-17                   Increase in gastric cancer                Discriminate gastric cancer from healthy controls
  miRs-17+106a             Increase in gastric cancer                Discriminate gastric cancer from healthy controls
  miR-17-3p                Increase in CRC                           Discriminate CRC from healthy controls
  miR-17-5p                Increase in gastric cancer                Discriminate gastric cancer from healthy control
  miR-20b                  Decrease in NSCLC                         Associated with advanced stages and lymph node metastases in NSCLC
  miR-21                   Increase in CLL harbouring 17p deletion   Associated with overall survival in CLL
  miRs-21+126+210+486+5p   Deregulate in NSCLC                       Discriminate stage/NSCLC from healthy controls
  miRs 21+155+196a+210     Increase in pancreatic adenocarcinoma     Discriminate pancreatic adenocarcinoma from healthy controls
  miR-29a                  Increase in CRC                           Discriminate CRC from healthy controls
  miR-29b, miR-29c         Decrease in CLL harbouring 17p deletion   Associated with progression in CLL
  miR-30d                  Increase in NSCLC                         Associated with overall survival inNSCLC
  miR-30e-3p               Decrease in NSCLC                         Associated with short disease free survival in NSCLC
  miR-34a                  Increase in breast cancer                 Discriminate advanced stages from early stages in breast cancer
  miR-92, miR-92a          Increase in CRC                           Discriminate CRC from Gastric Cancer, IBD, and healthy controls
  miR-106a                 Increase in gastric cancer                Discriminate gastric cancer from healthy controls
  miR-106b                 Increase in gastric cancer                Discriminate gastric cancer from healthy controls
  miR-144                  Decrease in CN-AML                        Associated with adverse prognostic marker FLT3-ITD in CN-AML
  miR-181a                 Increase in CLL harboring trisomy 12      Associated with progression in CLL
  miR-195                  Increase in breast cancer                 Discriminate breast cancer from other cancers and from healthy controls
  miR-200a, miR-200b       Increase in pancreatic cancer             Discriminate pancreatic cancer from healthy controls
  miR-451                  Increase in breast cancer                 Associated with malignancy in breast cancermiR
  miR-486                  Increase in NSCLC                         Associated with overall survival in NSCLC
  miR-499                  Decrease in NSCLC                         Associated with overall survival in NSCLC
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